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You're viewing an iOS app. KOEIs Officially Licensed Game, Dynasty Warriors: Unleashed Collaboration between KOEI & Nexon! Experience the Ultimate Mobile Musou Action! Lv. Up Events for New & Returned Users! Rich On-time Rewards for faster Lv. Up The Campaign which contains the Genuine Cinematic & Story of Dynasty Warriors!  1st
Anniversary collaboration with Dynasty Warriors 9! - Experience Dynasty Warriors: Unleashed with even more content and features!  Special Anniversary Event - A grand, collaborative celebration with new game modes and tons of rewards!  Play The Northern Expedition: Battle of Mount Dingjun! - Participate in one of the most thrilling military
campaigns in history! The Dynasty Warriors: Unleashed developer team thanks all players for their participation and support throughout the game's first year. We strive to meet your expectations and look forward to earning Unleashed a place in the Musou pantheon. KOEIs Warriors are back for more Musou Action!  New Update: The Battle of Red
Cliff Pt. 2!  Play the most dramatic battle of the Three Kingdoms epic! #DynastyWarriors #RedCliff #NewCampaign #InstallNow Musou action like youve never seen before! KOEI's Musou legend returns ----- View Details ----- Dynasty Warriors is the legendary ultimate high adrenaline battle experience in Action Combat games. Celebrate the return of
your favorite heroic characters, massive battles overflowing with onslaughts of relentless enemies wrapped in a timeless epic saga to unite the three kingdoms. Your elite warriors and cunning strategies are forces to be reckoned with. Promote your generals, build your armies and, battle to the death as you strive to fulfil the vision of your ancestors. 
Survive massive battles against unyielding hordes of enemies  Choose Wisely: 48 legendary characters from the Dynasty Warriors series! - Each officer has their own unique skills and abilities - Create powerful officer teams to conquer every mode  Strengthen your officers with the signature weapon system!  Dynasty Warriors comes to mobile with a
variety of game modes! - Skirmish: Battle in real time with up to four players -Boss Fight: Jump in and raid the boss with your friends - Raid: Steal fragments from your opponent - War Supply: Occupy mines and acquire resources - Conquest: Compete with other players to take control of the map  Dynasty Warriors: Unleashed Official Community  Visit
our official page for the latest news and events!  Official Page:  Official Facebook:  Official Forum: SUPPORT Having problems? Send an email to help_D.W@nexon.com or contact us within the game by going to Settings > Help and Support. Terms of Service: Privacy Policy:  Recommendations: Dynasty Warriors: Unleashed is optimized to run on iOS
9.0 / iPhone 5S and higher. Devices with specs lower than listed may experience crashes. A network connection is required to enjoy the game. You can now defeat enemy officers on the go with the launch of Dynasty Warriors: Unleashed for iOS and Android devices. Nexon, together with XPEC Entertainment and Koei Tecmo Games, have brought over
48 characters from the long-running console series. These include the popular Lu Bu, Guan Yu, Xiahou Dun, and Zhao Zun, all of whom come with voices and pre-battle cutscenes. Players will spend most of their time moving down enemies with combos and the iconic Musou Rage, although the controls have been tweaked for mobile. Holding the
attack button executes a basic combo, with more devastating hits tied to a cool-down skill system. Interestingly, you’ll also get to swap characters mid-combat, with each hero sporting their own Health and Musou meters. There’s an elemental weakness mechanic as well, so you’ll likely want a varied team. Assigning equipment is also present in this
mobile port. Here are the modes currently available: Conquest Mode – Challenging campaign for one or multiple players Skirmish – Battle in real-time with up to four players Boss Fights – Bypass the underlings and skip straight to the bosses alone or in co-op Raid – Steal fragments from opponents in this multiplayer mode War Supply – Strategically
occupy mines and acquire resources Dynasty Warriors: Unleashed is free to download on the App Store and Google Play. Posted on September 28, 2020 by Mikhail Madnani Over the years, many developers and publishers from Japan have brought their franchises to mobile through old ports, new licensed releases, and more. Koei Tecmo and Omega
Force’s popular Dynasty Warriors franchise is celebrating its 20th anniversary this year and there were two announcements made at TGS 2020 to celebrate this. The first was Dynasty Warriors 9 Empires for literally every console and PC that is set for an early 2021 release in and outside Japan. The second is Dynasty Warriors for iOS and Android.
Dynasty Warriors is a hack and slash action RPG for mobile from Koei Tecmo and Omega Force. I’m very curious to see how this controls and runs when the closed beta takes place in Japan and we get some footage of it running on modern phones. Watch the teaser trailer for Dynasty Warriors from TGS 2020 below: Koei Tecmo’s Dynasty Warriors
franchise has had mobile releases through other companies in the past but this entry is in development at Koei Tecmo and Omega Force (via Twinfinite). The screenshots on the official website look pretty good and the game will feature portrait and landscape orientations in addition to co-op and asynchronous versus modes. As of now, a closed beta is
planned for October 8th onwards with sign-ups now live here. An international release has not been announced as of this writing. It is possible they will wait for the game to release in Japan before deciding on an international release. I’m definitely up to try a mobile Dynasty Warriors game considering I’ve enjoyed my time playing almost every
Warriors release on PS4, Nintendo Switch, and PS Vita over the years. What is your favourite Dynasty Warriors game? Categories TagsDynasty Warriors New Release Game Review by Palmass · Published 19/01/2022 · Updated 19/01/2022 The description of Dynasty Warriors: Overlords (by SuperNova Game) Dynasty Warriors: Overlord is officially
authorized by Koei Tecmo of Japan. In the game, you can act as a valiant general to charge alone against enemies and conquer this chaotic world where famous heroes are revealed one after another. The game exclusively restores the fun of two-button-mashing with no skill cooldown on consoles and the powerful Musou Dance. Also, it recreates an
immersive personal experience of charging alone on the battlefield against thousands of enemies! Besides relieving the epic stories of Wei, Shu, Wu, and Jin kingdoms, the game also brings us all the generals, large maps, and classic modes in Dynasty Warriors. Build your own Kingdom of passion. Feel the ultimate experience of Dynasty Warriors in
your mobile phones![Officially authorized Dynasty Warriors]“Turbulence is a test for true heroes.” Dynasty Warriors: Overlord is officially authorized by Koei Tecmo. The game is strictly supervised by the original development team, aiming to fully recreate the epic world. The concept art of heroes and the iconic general animations are provided by
Koei Tecmo, recreating the superheroes in players’ memories. The mastery of the essence of the original work has been highly recognized by the producer Akihiro Suzuki and supervisor Atsushi Miyauchi of Koei Tecmo. The latter even said, “This is exactly the Dynasty Warriors”.[Vanguard in a crowd]Gallop across the battlefield against enemies and
feel the ultimate and immersive fighting experience. The theme of Dynasty Warriors: Overlord has never changed! The game is set with no skill cooldown and skills can be switched in real time. With the fun of two-button-smashing, you can make various attack or defense combinations as you wish. With random algorithms of independent dynamic
models and simultaneous optimization of background programs, the original limit of same screen display reaches a significant breakthrough. Hundreds of players can be displayed in the same screen, allowing the extraordinary experience of sweeping countless enemies away. Once equipped with your favorite weapon and using specific moves, the
Musou ultimates can be perfectly recreated. You can join fierce battles at anytime.[Classic Generals presented]All concept art of heroes are provided by Koei Tecmo. The design enhanced the metallic texture in order to highlight the personalities of generals, while their models remain exactly the same. Animations of generals are also provided by Koei
Tecmo. All exclusive animations are presented with exaggerated skills and splendid effects, renewing your memory of the classic world. Popular generals such as Lü Bu, Zhao Yun, Cao Cao, Diao Chan are all waiting for you to fight in this epic world together. Official website Official Facebook community Tags: actionAndroidapkDynasty Warriors:
Overlordsgameplayiosnew gameOfficial LaunchRole Playing真・三國無雙霸 The real 3D ARPG Dynasty Legends updates again with the new team mode - Ultimate Dare! Heroes, fight together with your bros and start your legend!3D ARPG game Dynasty Legends: a new version is coming! The brand-new team mode "Ultimate Dare" is available! The war
is still raging, and the epic battlefield awaits you. Heroes, unite! Fight together to defeat all venomous bosses in front and write a legend of your own!【Game Features】Intense Battle Mode One Versus All! Smash your enemies like mowing grass on your mobile phone. Fast battle pace, control your heroes to cast their unique skills. Wipe out
thousands of enemies with a single hit!Various Game ModesReal-time Co-op and PVP, intense battles. Evade, block and counter attack. Your enemies & allies are all over the world. Can you be the hero of all heroes?Giant Boss fight. Hunt them down with your outstanding control! No one can hold you back even the demons!9V9 real-time PVP, fight
alongside your friends and dominate the arena.Legendary HeroesMore than 50 heroes from ancient battlefields are waiting for your command. Every hero has their own way to fight, choose wisely! Awakening mode, a breakthrough of the hero's power! Ultimate Game ExperienceDesigned for mobile phones. Smooth control, realistic hit reactions,
stunning visual effects and high quality 3D graphics. It will take you back to the real ancient battlefield.Customize FreelyExquisite costumes and gorgeous wings for every hero. You're not only the strongest but also the coolest.Contest of Champions3V3 cross-server team battle is open! Build your strongest team and join the Contest of Champions to
battle with other teams. The winner will be the leader of the campaign against Chiyou! Mount BloodlineCultivate the mount via specific items and purify the mount bloodline to improve the attributes greatly and change the appearance of mount freely. A true hero deserves the best mount! New Gameplay "Ultimate Dare"The ancient world is in
turmoil. Heroes, assemble and fight! Let's bring order to the chaotic land! “Ultimate Dare”, an entirely new team mode, is ready for you! Join now to enjoy clearing stages with your bros and win plentiful rewards!New HeroesNew officer - Xun Yu (Deity) arrives! The faith of a loyalist never fades along time! Known for his loyalty and talent to aid a
king, he was the star among the renowned advisors of the Three Kingdoms. Once you summon Xun Yu, who dares to challenge you?New Genius - Huang Zhong is here! Breach and storm! Forward, the man of peerless valor! A true hero never dreads growing old! Though the hair is grey, he can still make every shot tell!New Divine Weapons
AwakenedThe whale's whisper lingers in the air! Cai Wenji's Divine Weapon - Whale Whisper awakens! Its heart-rending melody tells her homesickness and sadness. Can anybody figure it out? Awaken the officer's Divine Weapon - unleash her full power to be stronger!What's more, the new daily event - Treasure Collection is waiting for you! Explore
and collect, mutual exchange for the needed! Join the event to get tons of gifts and have fun!Facebook Fanpage: Service: dynastyLegends@taiyouxi.cn Sep 15, 2022 Version 13.1.651 1.New Gameplay: Ultimate Dare2.New UR Officer: Xun Yu3.New Genius: Huang Zhong4.New Divine Weapon Awakening: Cai Wenji5.New Spirit Pet: Baxia6.New Mount:
White Marsh7.New Event: Treasure Collection Like most here writing reviews always have been Dynasty Fan, it’s nice to see different challenges and login rewards. I also like once you become higher level you can use free sweeps making the game not so slow and grinding. The game has stunning graphics and is fun to play. I like all of the different
ways to boost BR. I do wish there was more high level characters in SR and SSR that weren’t just pay to get. Seems unrealistic to spend $100 for a single character and continue spending to star them up... can buy full console games for less... There needs to be more ways to earn them that can be earned daily without server competition . I also want
more costumes and customization, that aren’t just bought with $$.My BIGGEST PROBLEM with this game is the Server Merge!!I have put quite a bit of my time and money into this game and reached top 5 in the server, then you merged with older servers with deep pocket players that pushed me down to 30th place! I’m sure I’m not the only one
frustrated about this since most of the rewards are given to top 10 power players!! Even if I spent hundreds of dollars it would not get me back to top place, so it seems pretty pointless to spend any more real money on this game. The gameplay is great and the way it is set up differently than other DW games was interesting. But leveling up characters
without spending money becomes impossible and even getting half of the characters is impossible if you don’t put a significant amount in at all. You will work hard to build your characters only to realize you cannot compete with the other players that put hundreds of dollars into the game. Then people start to leave the game so it appears there are
lots of people playing when in fact they are all running around on your screen but not even on the server at that time. So it’s a lose lose situation, you don’t spend money and can’t compete or you spend money only to play the same 25 players over and over again in head to head. Then you get to the weekly aspirations and guild war and realize more
than half of the cities are not even occupied because no one is really on the game. Or you get matched up against another guild and maybe one or two of their members are even on so you continue to get bye rounds. This makes the game so boring! If you are looking to kill some time this game is perfect but if you are looking for a new game to really
put time and effort into don’t waste your time here because the way players are leaving the game will be dead soon. At least the only players that will be left you will never be able to compete with and so the big rewards you need you won’t be able to get. I don’t where to start I’m almost absolutely smitten with this game, I enjoy the little story line
that’s going on. The game slows down a few times and you gotta explore other areas of the game to obtain experience to progress in the story mode. But it isn’t that terrible. I enjoy that the characters you acquire during the game you may change into if you wish to have a different that’s pretty neat I think. However my one complaint is there are
certain characters that are locked and say “stage drop” I really wish there was info in game on where to farm the select character I’d really enjoy “xiahou yun” in my list... There’s a select few games that I really enjoy via mobile but this one is definitely one I appreciate it takes me back to my childhood. Litterally the only thing that would make this
game better honestly is two things a smarter AI when you auto play. And character customisation. Thank you to the developers Geuvaden dynasty The developer, Taihe Interactive, indicated that the app’s privacy practices may include handling of data as described below. For more information, see the developer’s privacy policy. The following data
may be used to track you across apps and websites owned by other companies: Purchases User Content Identifiers The following data may be collected but it is not linked to your identity: Purchases User Content Identifiers Diagnostics Privacy practices may vary, for example, based on the features you use or your age. Learn More Developer Website
App Support Privacy Policy
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